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We are pleased to let you know that the landscape

lighting artistry of Jim Ply, Founder & Principal of 

Oak Crest Landscape & LIghting, will be featured in the

upcoming book, Inspired Outdoor Living. 

This limited-edition coffee table book features a

collection of the finest work in outdoor living spaces,

pools and spas, landscape architecture, outdoor

lighting and more.

 Jim Ply is featured among the country's top outdoor

design professionals.

Please enjoy this special preview excerpt, with our

appreciation for your support. You are welcome to

share it digitally by using the         symbol.

To secure a copy of Inspired Outdoor Living once

published, you may obtain a copy from Jim Ply directly

or you may purchase a copy from Amazon, Barnes &

Noble or your local bookseller.

Inspired Outdoor Living
FEATURING THE WORK
OF JIM PLY

Follow us:
www.oakcrestlandscape.com
@oakcrestlandscapelighting
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IIn the daylight, we see. In the darkness, we feel.

The world’s greatest artists, from Monet to Van Gogh, recognized that any scene, any landscape, was 

incomplete without careful attention to light — the way it reflects, creates shadows, and cultivates a 

mood.

In our work in landscape lighting design, we are artists, too. Candlepower and watts are our 

paintbrushes, and the mature trees, intricate gardens, and styled outdoor areas are our canvas. And 

through our craft, and with close attention to detail, we create an immersive experience — a feeling. We 

make the artistry of architects, landscape architects, and interior designers not only come alive, but enjoy 

a second life when night falls by revealing an entirely different ambiance.

Together, we create outdoor masterpieces that spark emotions and transport the viewer into a new world.  

The great Janet Lennox Moyer, my mentor and arguably one of the world’s finest landscape lighting 

designers, said: “It gets dark every night. Landscape lighting offers us the ability to enjoy our landscape 

and to feel safe and comfortable.” She understands that illumination design is part science, part 

collaboration, and 100% art. 

In the following pages, I am proud to share with you some of my vast range of landscape lighting projects 

alongside other leading designers in this space. I invite you to notice the techniques and the fine details 

and allow yourself to be elevated to a new place. 

Then, consider the transformative power of light in your life, your home, or your next design project. 

Jim Ply
Oak Crest Landscape & Lighting
Beverly Hills, CA

see pagexx

Landscape Lighting
D E S I G N  /  I N S TA L L A T I O N
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PREVIOUS PAGE: Illuminated by one overhead fixture, this George Segal “Woman with Sunglasses on Bench” 
painted bronze sculpture gazes into the landscape of a Los Angeles home. Segal’s life-size human forms express 
the “fragility” of the human condition. Our well-positioned fixture with subtle lighting techniques enhances its 
powerful presence.

TOP LEFT: Arriving guests receive a warm greeting from this stand of California sycamores as they enter this 
beautiful estate in Mandeville Canyon. The soft and subtle downlighting techniques make for a comfortable 
stroll once darkness falls. The neighboring property is no longer visible.

TOP RIGHT AND BOTTOM: Inviting chaise lounges offer the perfect opportunity to relax and view the reflection 
of the beautiful pool patio and majestic sycamores at the opposite end of the pool. The arched sycamore trunk 
is home to a tree swing for dreamers to gaze into the stars. The illumination of the large sycamore trees provides 
a sense of scale and depth to the pool patio structure at the far end of the pool and adds volume to the space.

FACING PAGE: Large clustered sycamores form an artistic backdrop at the distant end of the pool. Stunning 
reflections double the trees’ visual form when viewed from the pool patio structure. Attentive fixture placement 
and shroud positioning allow the tree cluster to become one, — without distracting lamp glare.
Photography by Aaron Landman
Designed by Oak Crest Landscape & Lighting, Beverly Hills, CA, page xx

Details
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TOP LEFT: Playful and curious, the highlighted orange question mark 
begs for an answer.

TOP CENTER: This unique metal sculpture stands in the garden and helps 
create visual flow within the scene as it directs the viewer’s eyes to the 
main portion of the front yard.

Top right: The diaphanous qualities of this delicate Japanese maple leaf 
cluster are captured in this nighttime photograph. The powerful orange-
red leaf colors pop in contrast to the multitude of greens in the garden. 
The translucent leaves seem to come alive when softly illuminated.

BOTTOM: The yellow art piece standing in the background of this Beverly 
Hills property draws attention, as the designer chose not to illuminate 
the trunk of the large Ficus tree . Soft downlighting from the Ficus serves 
as a visual marker leading to the focal point, which is the art piece itself.

FACING PAGE: This large Podocarpus gracillior towers above the clients’ 
beloved art pieces in the garden. The delicate Acer palmatum, with its 
reddish-orange leaves, softens the space and adds texture to the scene. 
The trunks of the pine trees in the background add cohesion and depth.
Photography by Aaron Landman
Designed by Oak Crest Landscape & Lighting 
Beverly Hills, CA, page xx

Details

Landscape Lighting
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ABOVE: Lighting the front door with a light level slightly brighter than the surrounding landscape welcomes unfamiliar guests. A courtyard lies 
behind the wooden gate and wall sconces. Multi-trunked olive trees flank the arrival.

FACING PAGE TOP: The illumination of the rhythmic arches in this courtyard stands in contrast to the darkened exterior wall above. Soft downlighting 
beautifies the courtyard and the illumination of the courtyard perimeter walls makes us feel safe and present in the space.

FACING PAGE BOTTOM: Partially opened doors reveal a hint of interest into the additional spaces in the backyard, drawing the viewer’s eye  
and attention.
Photography by Aaron Landman
Designed by Oak Crest Landscape & Lighting, Beverly Hills, CA, page xx

Details
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LEFT: This daytime shot of the George Segal bronze takes on a new life after the sun sets. Pay 
particular attention to the distracting elements that are present during daytime viewing, 
specifically, the wall, tree trunk, decomposed granite and atrium drain grate.

BOTTOM: The stark contrast between the nighttime photo of this Segal compared to the daytime 
photo is palpable. Precise fixture placement and light levels energize the piece. The dramatic 
shadow lines on the face and body stir emotion and interest, while the softly lit azaleas soften the 
view. Distracting elements have disappeared.
Photography by Aaron Landman
Designed by Oak Crest Landscape & Lighting, Beverly Hills, CA, page xx

Details
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ABOVE LEFT: The world of exterior illumination is fraught with challenges. 
This colorful piece is a client favorite. However, art is not always placed 
where it’s possible to be lit evenly. After a mock-up, the client still felt that 
adding the colors and shapes to the scene were beneficial to the space.

ABOVE RIGHT: Light captures the inquisitive and playful expression of 
this beautiful Lalanne bronze sculpture that welcomes guests to this 
Pacific Palisades home. Varied light levels, top and bottom, accentuate its 
clean lines and simple form. The use and creation of shadows are of equal 
importance in the final lighting design.

RIGHT: The technique used on this piece was to illuminate the smooth 
masonry wall behind the circular sculpture. The piece itself was intentionally 
left dark to provide stronger contrast from the wall. Soft shadows soften the 
wall and add texture.
Photography by Aaron Landman
Designed by Oak Crest Landscape & Lighting, 
Beverly Hills, CA, page xx

Details
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ABOVE: The importance of lamp selection is crucial. Not all lamps accurately showcase the true 
colors of the object they illuminate. Shown here, the correct lamp selection accurately reflects the 
colors of the rusted 9/11 Memorial beam and the contrasting colors of the waving American flag.

FACING PAGE: A “fallen” twisted I-beam from the World Trade Center stands as the centerpiece 
of the Beverly Hills 9/11 Memorial. Behind, a pair of columns represents the Trade Center Towers. 
Illuminating the Memorial allows the public to reflect on its features with fewer distractions and 
greater focus.
Photography by George Gruel
Designed by Oak Crest Landscape & Lighting, Beverly Hills, CA, page xx

Landscape Lighting

Details



Jim Ply
Drawing from nearly 40 years of landscape and lighting design experience, Oak Crest Landscape & Lighting, Inc founder Jim Ply is a master of 
illumination whose artistry can be found lighting residential estates in California and across the United States. Having trained with world-
renowned landscape lighting artist Janet Lennox Moyer, Jim today serves on the Board and is a lead educator for the organization she founded: 
the International Landscape Lighting Institute (ILLI). His work has been recognized with the “Jan Moyer Award,” A.O.L.P.’s “Best in Industry” 
award and the “Residential and Exterior Design (RED)” award from Luxe magazine for a residential project he co-designed and installed with 
Hoffman & Ospina Landscape Architecture. His projects have been featured in Architectural Digest, Luxe, Veranda, Landscape Architect and 
Landscape Contractor magazines, as well as the 3rd Edition of Trade Secrets of Professional Landscape Lighting.

8950 W. Olympic Boulevard, #436, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 
310.765-2007(o)   562.972.1581(m)

www.oakcrestlandscape.com 
@oakcrestlandscapelighting
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